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Abstract We present the first observations of the supersonic updrafting plasma drifts in the predawn sector.
Two DMSP satellites quasi-simultaneously detected two fast-speed events: one of ~385 km spatial extension
and with the maximum upward velocity of 1683m/s appeared at ~3 LT, and the other of ~1500 km large with
maximum speed of 1770m/s occurred at ~5 LT. Both supersonic structures were observed above the eastern
Pacific region, separated by ~35° of longitude in space and by 45min in time. The events occurred at the recovery
phase of the geomagnetic storm of 19 February 2014, during rapid oscillations of the interplanetary magnetic
field Bz and the interplanetary electric field Ey components, which increased the eastward electric field in the
equatorial nighttime ionosphere and triggered the generation of plasma irregularities. The storm time
penetration electric fields seem to be the principal driver of the observed supersonic events.

1. Introduction

Irregularities in the ionospheric plasma density, also known as ionospheric irregularities, often cause amplitude
and phase scintillations of radio waves and, consequently, can seriously disrupt the radio-based communication
[e.g., Basu et al., 2008; Demyanov et al., 2012; Astafyeva et al., 2014; Kelly et al., 2014]. Very intensive ionospheric
irregularities often occur at equatorial latitudes after sunset (often referred to as equatorial spread-F, ESF).
Without solar ionization, the ions recombine and form a lower density layer, which, in turn, is unstable to plasma
interchanges. The Rayleigh-Taylor (R-T) instability, along with E× B instability, is the main cause of generation
of large-scale density depletions at the bottom of the F layer, which can further rise as high as 1000 km
[Woodman and La Hoz, 1976; Ott, 1978; Fejer et al., 1999; Burke et al., 2003].

Contrary to the postsunset ionospheric irregularities and plasma bubbles that occur quite often after sunset,
the postmidnight events are rare to observe [e.g., Burke et al., 2009; Yokoyama et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2013;
Yizengaw et al., 2013]. Even more rare events are occurrences of intensive ionospheric irregularities and/or
plasma bubbles in the predawn sector. Those were occasionally observed at the recovery phase of magnetic
storms [e.g., Yeh et al., 2001; Li et al., 2012; Zakharenkova and Astafyeva, 2015; Zakharenkova et al., 2015] or even
under geomagnetically quiet and during solar minimum conditions [de la Beaujardière et al., 2009; Dao et al.,
2011; Gentile et al., 2011]. The results from Communications/Navigation Outage Forecasting System (C/NOFS)
satellite suggested that during geomagnetically quiet conditions, a passage of the solar terminator and the
associated upward plasma drifts can serve as a source of such irregularities [de la Beaujardière et al., 2009].

Concerning the dynamical characteristics of the ionospheric irregularities and plasma bubble structures, they
are known to drift in the zonal direction, eastward in the postsunset sector and night, westward in the early
morning, and the reversal of the zonal drift velocity occurs around 04 LT [Abdu et al., 1985; Fejer et al., 1991;
Huang et al., 2010]. Concerning the vertical plasma drift velocities, in the majority of cases, they lie within
±100–150m/s [Woodman and La Hoz, 1976; Hysell et al., 1994; Patra et al., 2005]. Inside plasma bubbles the
plasmadrift velocity can reach as high as±800m/s but usually varies around±300–400m/s [Huang et al.,2010].

Aggson et al. [1992] seemed to be the first to report observations of supersonic upward drifting plasma
bubbles. By using plasma and electric field observations from San Marco D and Dynamics Explorer 2
(DE 2) satellites, Aggson et al. [1992] observed occurrence of two events of plasma bubbles updrafting
at ~1.7–1.9 km/s. Both events were observed at equatorial latitudes and at the postsunset-premidnight
sectors, one at ~20.5 LT and the other at ~23.2 LT, at an altitude of 400–500 km. The bubbles were
observed to accelerate upwards at ~0.5 g. Following this first time detection, Burke and Aggson [1993]
further developed a model for nonlinear supersonic equatorial plasma bubbles and suggested that such
high-speed structures can only be detected “if the satellite crosses the bubble wall on field lines that
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thread through its upper boundary at the equator.” Hysell et al. [1994] used the Cornell University 50MHz
portable radar interferometer (CUPRI) and observed ~1200m/s upward plasma drift velocities over
Kwajalein. The event was observed at 600–700 km and only lasted for 10min. Hanson et al. [1997] used
data from the ion drift meter onboard the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) F9 and F10
spacecraft and revealed that the upward ion drifts exceeding 800m/s but less than the sound speed
can occur as often as in 40% of observations but only just after sunset. The authors suggested that the
observed upward plasma acceleration was due to the postsunset enhanced electric field. More recently,
Huba and Joyce [2007] developed a new two-dimensional code (NRLESF2) to simulate the nonlinear
development of plasma bubbles and demonstrated the first ESF simulation results of supersonic flows
within low-density channels.

Thus, the supersonic upward plasma drifts were observed occasionally, but all observations seemed to be
done in the postsunset-premidnight sectors. In this paper, we report the first observations of supersonic
upward drifting large-scale structure in the postmidnight-predawn sector.

2. Data Used

Our main results rely on observations from the DMSP satellites F15, F16, and F17. The DMSP spacecrafts are
placed in a near-circular, sun-synchronous, polar orbit with inclination 98.8°–98.9° (http://dmsp.ngdc.noaa.gov).
The orbital altitude is ~835–855 km, and the period is ~102min. During the 19 February 2014 event, the
descending equator crossing time for the satellites was F15, 3.06 LT; F16, 4.95 LT; and F17, 5.95 LT.

In this work, we use data from the following instruments on board these satellites: (1) data from the ion drift
meter (IDM) to get the vertical (Vz) and zonal cross-track (Vy) ion drift velocities, (2) scintillation meter (SM) to
get the total ion density Ni, (3) Langmuir Probe to get the electron temperature (Te) and electron density (Ne),
(4) retarding potential analyzer (RPA) to get the ion temperature (Ti) and plasma composition (O+, H+, and He+),
and (5) triaxial fluxgate magnetometer on board DMSP F16 to get the variations of the magnetic field along
the satellite pass (these data were not available for the DMSP F15).

3. Results

The storm of 19 February 2014 was rather complex: a coronal mass ejection arrival was detected at ~2:20 UT
on 19 February, but no classical sudden storm commencement was recorded in the ground-based magnetic
data as can be seen in the SYM-H variations (Figure 1b). By that time, the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) Bz
component already equaled to �8 nT, and from ~4:00 UT it further intensified down to �15 nT. The IMF Bz
remained negative until ~9:10 UT, when it turned northward for the next 2 h (Figure 1b) and marked the
beginning of the recovery phase of the storm. From 12 UT to 13:35 UT the IMF Bz turned southward for
the second time. From 13:35 UT it remained positive.

In this paper, we will focus on the period 10.3 UT–11.7 UT (shaded by the light green rectangle in Figure 1),
when F15, F16, and F17 DMSP satellites flew over the eastern Pacific region (Figure 2, left). The main plasma
parameters as derived by the three DMSP satellites are shown in Figure 3. DMSP F16 flew above the considered
region from 10.3 to 10.7 UT and registered a sharp increase in the vertical plasma drift velocity up to 1683m/s
while passing over the area (�3.6° to�7.1° Geograprhic latitudes (Glat); 275.8° to 275.0°E Geographic longitudes
(Glon)) at ~854.7 km of altitude. The maximum velocity values were registered at 10:32–10:33 UT, which
corresponds to 4.79 LT, ~6–7° of latitude on the north from the magnetic dip equator (Figure 2). Figure 3a
shows that within the high-speed plasma flow structure, the horizontal velocity changed sharply from 0 to
�750m/s, and intensive fluctuations in the ion and electron density, as well as in the light ions (O+ and
H+, He+), occurred. Within this “turbulent” area, the ion and electron temperatures fluctuated as well
(Figure 3a, top panel), and the electric field Ey reached as high as 31mV/m (Text S1 and Figure S1b in the
supporting information). At the same time, the vertical component of the magnetic field fluctuated within
±15nT (Figure S1c). These magnetic variations are about 10 times less than those observed by Aggson et al.
[1992] inside supersonic bubble event at ~500–600 km of altitude.

In addition to this first fast-speed irregular structure, data of DMSP F16 show another spot with rapid fluctuations
of the plasma density and temperature below themagnetic dip equator around the area (�20° to�35°Glat); the
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vertical plasma drift velocities within this second “turbulent” region exceeded the normal values of ±100–150m/s
and reached �500m/s (Figures 2 and 3a).

DMSP F17 sounded almost the same area as F16 but 1 h later and revealed a significant decrease in the
plasma drift velocity (Figures 2, 3a, and 3c). Over the first turbulent area, the signatures of the high-speed
plasma motion disappeared during this time. The second spot could still be observed in the data of F17,
though the amplitude of the plasma density fluctuations as well as of Vx and Vz values decreased as compared
to F16 measurements, while the temperature increased (Figures 3a and 3c).

Our second example of the very fast plasma upflowwas observed in data of the DMSP F15 satellite from 11:08
to 11:13 UT, when the satellite crossed the region (+10° to �5° GLat; 237.2–237.7°E GLon) (Figures 2 and 3b).
This second fast upward flow structure appeared to be more spatially extended than the first one and
was detected around the magnetic dip equator (Figure 2). The maximum value of the upward drift of
1770.6 km/s was registered at 11:11:30 UT (corresponds to 03.04 LT). Simultaneously, the horizontal speed
also increased from ~200m/s to 1000–1200m/s. Unlike the previous examples, this event was accompanied
first by a short-term increase and then by a clear depletion in the electron and ion densities, indicating that
the high-speed drift was measured inside a plasma bubble.

It should be pointed out that such high values of upward plasma drift velocities are quite unusual, as they exceed
~10–15 times the background values of ±100–150m/s [McClure et al., 1977; Patra et al., 2005]. The observed
upflow events could be supersonic if the observed velocities overcome the local sound speed. To estimate
the ion sound velocity for O+ ions for the two observed events, we use the following formula [Huba, 2013]:

Cs ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
γZkTe
mi

s
¼ 9:79*105

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
γZTe
μ

s
(1)

where k is Boltzmann’s constant, Z is charge state, γ is the adiabatic index,mi is ion mass, μ=mi/mp is the ion
mass expressed in units of the proton mass, and Te is the electron temperature. Taking γ=1.667 and μ= 16,
and the real electron temperatures measured by the DMSP during the high-speed events registrations, we

Figure 1. Variations of the interplanetary and geophysical parameters during the 19 February 2014 moderately intense
geomagnetic storm. (a) IMF Bz component (green) and IEF Ey component (black); orange triangles show the occurrence
time of the two supersonic events; (b) auroral electrojet (AE) index (gray bars) and the SYM-H index (green curve); (c) 5min
averaged variations of the vertical ionospheric drift above the Jicamarca ionosonde station (green diamonds); the error
bars are shown in black thin lines.
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estimate the ion sound velocity to be 1053m/s and 1022m/s for the two events, respectively (Table 1).
Therefore, both our events are supersonic.

We note that the previous and the subsequent passes of the DMSP satellites did not show signatures of the
fast plasma motion. Though the intensive irregularities continued to occur above the Pacific region until
~15 UT as shown by Zakharenkova et al. [2015], we do not observe fast plasma drift structures after ~11.7 UT.
The detection of intensive irregularities around the area of the Eastern Pacific region during 5 h was proved
by ground-based GPS-receivers, ionosondes, and by three Swarm satellites; however, unfortunately, no other
instruments were available to verify the detection of the supersonic velocities around the region under
consideration. The three Swarm satellites and the DMSP F18 satellite passed over the eastern Pacific region
2 h later, while the C/NOFS experienced a data transmission failure on 19 February 2014 (R. Heelis, private
communication, 2015).

4. Discussions

The scientific literature does mention the detection of the supersonic and high-speed upward plasma drift;
however, all those events seemed to be registered only in the postsunset sector [Aggson et al., 1992; Hysell
et al., 1994; Hanson et al., 1997]. To our knowledge, our observations are the first registration of the supersonic
upward flow in the postmidnight-predawn sector. Both events occurred very close to the magnetic dip
equator and at the early morning hours (~3–5 LT). The supersonic structures were detected at ~835–350 km
of altitude (i.e., in the topside ionosphere), above the eastern Pacific region, separated by ~35° of longitude
in space and by 45min in time. The observed two events appeared to have different spatial structure: the first
extended to about 385 km (3.5° of latitude) and could be attributed either to a wall of a “dead” plasma bubble
or to a “simple” small plasma irregularity whereas the second extended up to ~1500 km and seemed to occur
inside a plasma bubble. In addition, besides the two supersonic plasma drift structures, we have observed

Figure 2. (left) Trajectories of the DMSP F15 (red label), F16 (violet label), and F17 (green label) satellite passes during ~10.3–11.7 UT on 19 February 2014. The color
codes along the passes show the value of the upward drift velocity in m/s, and the color scale is shown on the top of the figure. (right row) Latitudinal profiles of the
vertical drift velocity as measured by the F15 (red), F16 (violet), and F17 (green) satellite. The UT of the beginning and the end of the satellite passes is indicated in the
top and bottom of the figures. Thin gray lines show the standard deviations of the Vz flow calculated over 24 data points for F15 and over 6 points for F16.
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another high-speed downward and upward flow structure with velocities up to ±500m/s. The latter area of
intensive ionospheric irregularities persisted for at least 1 h, as shown by data from two DMSP satellites, while
the plasma drift velocities decreased with time.

In the both supersonic cases, we observed simultaneous change in the horizontal plasma drift. The direction of the
horizontal plasmamotionwas different from the ambient zonalmotion, which is in agreementwith observations
by Huang et al. [2010] who mentioned that in the evening sector the zonal drift velocity of the plasma particles
inside plasma bubbles can significantly contrast as compared to the ambient plasma drift velocity. Our obser-
vations show the same result for the predawn bubbles. One other interesting feature is the opposite zonal
directions of the plasma flow inside the two detected supersonic structures: it is westward inside the first structure
(detected by DMSP F16) and eastward inside the second event (detected by DMSP F15) (Figures 3a and 3b).
Plasma bubbles are often reported to drift eastward in the premidnight sector and westward in the predawn
sector, and the reverse of the drift direction occurs between the midnight [Taylor et al., 1997] and around 4 UT
[Abdu et al., 1985; Fejer, 1991]. From our results, it follows that on 19 February the reverse of the equatorial
plasma drift occurred between these two structures, i.e., between ~3 and ~5 LT.

Figure 3. Parameters of the ionospheric plasma as measured by the (a) DMSP F15, (b) DMSP F16, and (c) DMSP F17 satellites while flying around the turbulence area.
Figures 3a–3c (first row to fourth row) show the following: ion temperature (Ti, black) and electron temperature (Te, green); ion density (Ni, black), and electron
density (Ne, green); the oxygen density (O+, blue) and light ions (hydrogen H+ and helium He+ density (orange); vertical drift velocity (Vz, violet); and the DMSP cross-
track (zonal) plasma drift velocity (Vy, gray). The UT, LT, GLAT, GLON, MLAT are shown below the figures.

Table 1. Main Plasma Characteristics at the Time and Place of the Two High-Speed Events Detection on 19 February 2014

Location (GLon; GLat) UT LT/MLT H (km) DMSP Vz-Max (m/s) Cs (m/s) Temperatures (K) Ey (mV/m)

1 275.39; �5.42 10.54 4.79/4.8 854.7 F16 1638.2 1053 Ti-1652 31
Te-1290

2 237.72; �2.80 11.19 3.04/2.91 835.3 F15 1770.6 1022 Ti- ------ ---
Te-1220
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Certainly, the main question here is on the source generating the observed high-speed plasma drift. It is
known that the dominant role in the initiation of the growth of the R-T instability and the consequent
generation of plasma irregularities is played by the zonal electric field that is responsible for the upward
vertical drift. Following an initial spatial perturbation in the bottomside F region, the gravitationally induced
current should cause a polarization electric field, provoking the depleted region to drift upward with respect
to the surrounding plasma. An eastward directed background electric field (upward E× B drift) can also be
enhanced in such a depleted region, thus assisting in its upward motion. While the gravitationally induced
polarization field will always produce an upward drift of the depleted plasma region, the background electric
field maybe directed to the west (downward E× B drift) and hinder or even reverse such motion.

During geomagnetically quiet days, the “background” equatorial electric field is westward on the night side,
whereas during geomagnetic disturbances it can reverse to eastward and serve as the source of the enhanced
E× Bdrift on the nightside. Themainmechanismperturbing the electric field over long time scales during geo-
magnetic storms is the dynamo electric fields caused by neutral winds [Blanc and Richmond, 1980], the prompt
penetration electric fields, and the shielding/overshielding electric fields [Huang, 2008; Huang et al., 2013].
These storm time effects often have largest amplitude at ~04 LT [Fejer et al., 1991]. The prompt penetration
electric fields occur during the IMF Bz negative turning and about 5–12% of the interplanetary electric field
(IEF) can penetrate into the ionosphere [e.g., Kelley et al., 2003; Huang, 2008]. A sudden northward Bz turning
from steady southward direction can also lead to anomalous reversal of the zonal equatorial electric fields
[Kelley et al., 1979], and the penetration can be as efficient as during Bz negative events [Manoj et al., 2008].

It is also known that penetration of the IEF can take place even under low geomagnetic activity, but during
short-time oscillations of the IMF Bz [Wei et al., 2008]. Under such conditions, during discontinuous magnetic
reconnection associated with the multiple pulse-like reconnection electric field, short dawn-dusk IEF pulses
can penetrate into ionosphere without shielding and affect the zonal electric field.

In our case study events, the supersonic upflows occurred at the beginning of the recovery phase of the
geomagnetic storm of 19 February 2014. However, despite the fact that the SYM-H index started to grow from
~09 UT, indicating the beginning of the recovery storm phase, at ~09:30 UT the IMF Bz turned southward for
about 20–25min (Figure 1a). From ~10.3 UT the IMF Bz was positive again until ~12 UT. Such fluctuations of
the IMF Bz caused fluctuations and reversal of the interplanetary electric field (IEF) Ey component (Figure 1a,
black curve) that is calculated as –Bz*Vx from the solar wind velocity (Vx) and the IMF Bz (http://omniweb.gsfc.
nasa.gov). Figure 1 demonstrates that both supersonic events occurred shortly after the second reverse of these
parameters andwhenthe IMFBzwaspositive (i.e., northward),whichpresumeseastwardelectricfield in thenight-
time equatorial ionosphere [e.g., Huang et al., 2013]. We consider, therefore, that the increase of the equatorial
electric field, due to the overshielding electric fields associatedwith a northward turning of the IMF Bz component
led or at least contributed to the generation of the high-speed plasma drift in the early morning sector.

In addition to the storm time electric fields, themorning sector bubbles can result from traveling atmospheric
and ionospheric disturbances (TADs and TIDs) that are generated at high-latitudes during substorms and
further propagate equatorward. The TADs and TIDs can raise the height of the ionospheric F2 layer and,
consequently, lead to development of the R-T instability [Bowman, 1978; Burke, 1979]. On our case, it is
difficult to identify the passage of the TADs and TIDs above the turbulent area, because of no observational
tools available over the ocean at that moment of time. We could see an increase of the O+ fraction during the
supersonic event detection (Figure 3), which indicates the ionospheric uplift at least over the areas of
observation of the two supersonic events.

The closest ionosonde station is located at Jicamarca Observatory (283.2°GLon; �12.0°GLat), which is about
8 and 42° of longitude away from the two supersonic events, and, generally speaking, the ionospheric con-
ditions at the events’ place can differ from those above the digisonde. However, in absence of closer instruments,
it is useful to analyze data from the Jicamarca digisonde (Figure 1c). One can see that at 10:00–11:30 UT there
occurred sudden ±40m/s variations of the vertical ionospheric drifts, which corresponds to the time of the
IMF Bz and the IEF Ey oscillations (Figure 1a). The latter signifies that the ionospheric vertical drift variations
were, most likely, due to the prompt penetration of electric fields. These rapid short-term ionospheric vertical
drift oscillations caused the F2 layer uplift and the F2 density enhancement over Jicamarca [Zakharenkova et al.,
2015]. From Figure 1, we notice that the supersonic events occurred during the most rapid changes in the
vertical drift.
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To further analyze the situation within the regions of the supersonic events detection, we show results from
the National Center for Atmospheric Research Thermosphere-Ionosphere-Electrodynamics General Circulation
Model (TIE-GCM) [Roble et al., 1988] simulation (Figure S2). One can see that the region #1 (the region of detection
of the event #1, black triangle) experienced a convergence of neutral winds, as we see that at that location
eastward and westward winds meet (Figures S2c and S2d), which might have contributed and accelerated the
upward drifts. However, no particular features can be seen around the region #2 (violet triangle, Figures S2f–S2g).

Finally, concerning the DMSP detection of the supersonic upward plasma drifts, a very important question is
on the data quality and the reliability of DMSP performance during these events detection. To check this
issue, we first made sure that all the measurements performed in high-density plasma, i.e., the total ion
density exceeded 103 ions/m3 (Figure 3). Second, it is known that the RPA and IDM instruments are designed
to provide the best results in predominantely O+ plasma environment. When the percentage of light ions
(H+ and He+) in the plasma increases above 15%, the IDM is compromised and the quality of the data
degrades [e.g., Hairston and Heelis, 1996; Drayton et al., 2005; http://cindispace.utdallas.edu/DMSP/quality.
htm]. In the case of the 19 February 2014 events, the results are reliable, since the O+ density is sufficiently
high (>90%) as compared to the light ions density (Figure 3). During the DMSP F15 detection, the O+ and light
ions density were not measured; however, just around the event the O+ density is an order high than that of
light ions (Figure 3b). In addition, in both cases, the standard deviations are below 206m/s (thin gray lines in
Figure 2, panels on the right), which also confirms the reliability of the detection.

5. Conclusions

By utilizing data from two DMSP satellites, we detected two very unusual cases of the upward plasma drifting
at supersonic velocities in the local morning sector. Both high-speed events were observed above the eastern
Pacific region, separated by ~35° of longitude in space and by 45min in time. The events of ~1770m/s and
~1683m/s were detected at the recovery phase of the geomagnetic storm of 19 February 2014, during short-
term oscillations of the IMF Bz and IEF Ey components. The latter is known to provoke the storm time pene-
tration electric fields and to impact the equatorial electrodynamics, by reversing the background nighttime
zonal electric field from westward to eastward and by triggering the R-T instability. We consider the storm
time penetration electric fields to be the principal driver of the observed supersonic events, and neutral
winds might have contributed and reinforced the unusual conditions.

Our case study event of 19 February 2014 seems to be a unique event, especially considering the quasi-
simultaneous detection of two supersonic structures by several instruments around the same area, and
our work, therefore, opens new horizons of the equatorial plasma bubbles behavior.
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